Let the fields and all that is in them be happy, and then the trees of the forest will burst in song.
BIG Idea – everything is happy!

Ya’aloz Sadai, (Psalm 96 verse 12) says:

“Let the fields and all that is in them be happy, and then the trees of the forest will burst in song!”

The psalm talks about a future day in which peace will reign and the entire world with everything in it – animals, objects and trees, will be happy and singing!

Did you know?

The vowel “Kamatz” usually sounds like the “Ah” in “father”. However, sometimes it sounds different – like the “Oh” sound in “for”. When it does, it is called a Kamatz katan.

How can you tell when to sound it as an “Oh“?

In our prayer text we mark it as a larger version of the vowel.

Examples:

ַגָל – pronounce like Ahz

ֹג – pronounce like Kohl

Look for it in future prayer text!